
 
 

Professor: Prof. Eric Zuelow Office: 302 Shotwell * Phone: (304) 336-8259 * Email: 
egzuelow@uwalumni.com * Office Hours: Monday 12:20-3:20; Wednesday 8-9; Friday 11-12  

 
~This class meets every Wednesday from 2-4:50~ 

 
 

Back in 1989, we thought the new world opened up by the breaching of the Berlin Wall would be ruled by philosopher-
kings, dissident heroes, and shipyard electricians.  We looked forward to a new order of nation-states, released from the 
senile grip of the Soviets.  We assumed that national self-determination had to mean freedom and that nationalism had 
to mean nation building.  As usual, we were wrong.  We hoped for order. We got pandemonium.  In the name of 
nationalisms, dozens of viable nation-states have been shattered beyond repair.  In the name of state-building, we have 
re-turned large portions of Europe to the pre-political chaos prior to the emergence of the nation-state.   
 
—Michael Ignatief, Blood and Belonging (1994) 

 
 
Ignatief's view of nations and nationalism is a common one: nationalism is negative, violent, 
and corrosive; the nation-state is a desirable marker of stability.  Yet nationalism helps to 
bond communities together and nation-states were responsible for some of the most 
barbaric acts in modern history. Paradox aside, nations and nationalism are so much a part 
of modern life that we often take them for granted, assuming that they are an immutable 
part of the human experience.  This was not always the case.  Historians make clear that 
nations and nationalism did not appear from the primordial muck: they were created later.  
But when?  Scholars disagree.  How were they created and by whom?  There are numerous 
ideas.  What are nations?  It is difficult to find agreement on even this fundamental question. 
 
This class will examine the development of nations and nationalism through the ideas of 
leading historians, political scientists, and sociologists.  As we proceed, we will ask many 
questions.  What factors played a role in creating nations? What historic events were 
particularly salient? How might we recognize a nation when we see one? What does the 
future hold for nations and nationalism?   In the end, we may find few universal answers, but 
we will nevertheless gain a much deeper understanding of what is arguably the most 
important political ideology of the modern age and therefore a much deeper understanding 
of ourselves.  
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COURSE GOALS 

 
This seminar is designed to help you prepare for "Historiography," the capstone course in West Liberty 
State College's undergraduate history curriculum.  At the same time, it is an opportunity to learn a great 
deal about very significant issues currently facing the global community while improving your understanding 
of historical study.  There are three specific course objectives:   

 
• You will be expected to further develop your critical thinking skills, while at the 

same time further mastering the ability to "think historically."   
 

• Both oral and written communication skills are vital to success in history, as well 
as virtually every career path that you may choose.  You are therefore expected 
to continue mastering the art of clear communication. 
 

• This is a class about one of the most important ideologies in the modern world: 
nationalism.  As such, you are expected to develop an understanding of the 
evolution of nations and nationalism, including some of the historical 
developments that shaped modern nations.  At the same time, you will also be 
expected to develop a basic understanding of scholarly debate concerning our 
subject.  

 
 

TEXTS AND WEB SOURCES 
 
REQUIRED TEXTS 

 
Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983.  ISBN: 0-

8014-9263-7 
 
Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer (eds), Power and the Nation in European History. Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2005.  ISBN: 0-521-60830-9. 
 
George L. Mosse, The Nationalization of the Masses. New York: Howard Fertig, 2001. 

ISBN: 978-0865274310 
 
All other required texts will be provided in class. 
 

SUGGESTED TEXTS 
 
I strongly recommend that you acquire one of the many useful writing guides that are on 
the market.  These guides offer suggestions about how to format papers, how to produce 
clear prose, and how to properly cite sources.  The following works are especially 
worthwhile: 
 
Mary Lynn Rampolla, A Pocket Guide to Writing in History. Boston and New York: 

Bradford/St. Martins, 2004.  ISBN: 0-312-40357-7  (Available in several editions) 
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Jules R. Benjamin, A Student's Guide to History. Boston and New York: Bradford/St. 
Martins, 2004.  ISBN: 0-312-40356-9 (Available in several editions) 

 
Richard Marius, A Short Guide to Writing About History. New York: HarperCollins, 1989. 

ISBN: 0-673-39998-2 
 
Chicago Manual of Style. Chicago: Chicago University Press, 2003. ISBN: 0-226-10403-6 
(This book is available in many editions and is constantly updated as the language and 

writing conventions change.  Every writer should own a copy.) 
 
Richard S. Becker, Writing for Social Scientists: How to Start and Finish Your Thesis, Book, or 

Article. Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 1986.  ISBN: 0-226-04108-5 
(While not a writing guide, this book is a very humorous read and provides a wealth 
of useful tips about how to write well.) 

 
USEFUL WEB RESOURCES 
 

The World Wide Web is loaded with excellent sources, but you must be extremely 
careful when accessing them.  First, nationalism is contentious and online resources are 
often intensely biased.  Second, this is a college course and not all sources are equally 
valid for the level of work that we are undertaking here.  Sources like Wikipedia, while 
useful for some things, are NOT suitable for use in this class.  If you have any questions 
about an online source (and you should have many!), ask your professor. 
 
This said, you will find a wealth of extremely useful information on the following sites: 
 

The Nationalism Project (http://nationalismproject.org) is the leading Internet resource 
for information regarding nationalism studies.  It contains bibliographies of journal 
articles, book reviews, links, subject bibliographies, and much more.  The site is 
particularly useful for exploring what resources are available on a given subject.  You 
may wish to begin your research here. 
 
H-Net (http://www.h-net.org) is an excellent source of book reviews and scholarly 
discussion.  The site consists of at least one-hundred e-mail lists, each with archived 
discussion boards, as well as a book reviews database that contains thousands of 
reviews.  H-Nationalism is one of the most pertinent lists for our purposes and 
publishes regular book reviews on relevant texts, but other lists such as H-Albion, H-
German, H-Memory, etc. also publish very useful information. 
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ASSIGNMENTS 
 

Reading and writing skills are required for success in history and for life in general.  In order to assure your 
further development in these areas, you must complete the following: 

 
PARTICIPATION AND ATTENDANCE (20% OF OVERALL GRADE) 
 

Attendance is required.  You cannot hope to master the difficult task of reading and 
understanding historical scholarship unless you are present and participate.  Furthermore, 
your absence will undermine your peers’ efforts to master the material.  Frequent 
absence or tardiness will result in a dramatic reduction of your overall course grade. 
 
In addition, each week you MUST complete the assigned readings and arrive in class ready 
and willing to discuss them.  This means that you should carefully think about each 
reading assignment.  Come to class ready to share your thoughts and/or to ask your 
peers questions. 
 

SHORT DISCUSSION PAPERS (20% OF OVERALL GRADE COMBINED) 
 

Over the course of the semester you will be responsible for writing three 2-3 page 
double-spaced papers. These papers will consist of commentaries about the books or 
journal articles that we have read in class. The papers will be used as a means for starting 
our weekly discussion of the reading and authors should be prepared to talk about their 
ideas as a way to launch discussion. 

During weeks when there are multiple readings assigned, students may choose to write about one essay, or 
opt to consider themes present in two or more of the articles/books required for the week. 
 

• Essays are DUE Mondays by noon and should be sent to Professor Zuelow via email. [Paste 
into the body of your email; no attachments!).   

 
• Late essays will receive a 10-point grade reduction for each day they are late. 

 
• Essays received after noon on Monday will be considered to be 1-day late.   

 
• No reviews will be accepted after class on the Wednesday on which the relevant class meets.  

Such papers will result in a “0.” 
 

• Clearly written and grammatically correct writing is required and its absence will impact your 
grade. 

 
BOOK REVIEW (20% OF OVERALL GRADE)  

Your larger research project (see below) requires that you familiarize yourself with the 
scholarship concerning your topic.  Write a 1-2 page book review of the most important 
book or article that you have encountered in your research.   
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A sample book review is included at the end of this syllabus.  We will discuss how to 
write a successful book review later in the course.  You may also wish to consult The Art 
of Reviewing: http://www.historians.org/perspectives/issues/2001/0102/0102vie1.cfm. 
 
Please note that this book review will inevitably be included in your paper and should be 
viewed as a component of your larger project. 
 

All student book reviews are due Monday, February 25 in class. 
 
 

RESEARCH PAPER (40% OF OVERALL GRADE) 

Your major project over the course of this semester will be to conduct secondary 
research on some aspect of the development of modern nationalism.  There are two 
main approaches that you should adopt (although the professor is willing to consider 
other topics): 
 

1. Exploring the evolution of nationalism in a specific European country or 
national community. 

 
2. Examining and critiquing scholarly debate on some aspect of nations and 

nationalism.  A few examples include (this list is not exhaustive!): 
 

• Nationalism and music 
• Nationalist commemoration 
• Nationalism and education 
• Nationalist violence 
• Philosophies of nationalism 
• Tourism and nationalism 
• Archaeology and nationalism 
• Sex, gender and nationalism 

• Irredentist and/or separatist 
nationalism 

• Artistic representations of the nation 
• Geography of national identity 
• Psychology of nationalism 
• Language and nationalism 
• Stateless-nations 
• Rise of the "nation-state" 
• Folk culture and nationalism 

 
Please give careful consideration to a topic that you are interested in researching and 
then meet with the professor to discuss your idea.  You MUST approve your topic with 
the professor before proceeding.   
 
Each paper should utilize at least four significant scholarly sources (either journal articles, 
scholarly monographs, or book chapters).  Sources such as Wikipedia are not acceptable; you 
should approve any web-based sources with the professor before using them. 
 
Papers should be 15-20 pages in length, printed on 8.5x11 paper, double-spaced, and 
printed in 12-point Times font.  Complete footnotes and a bibliography must be 
provided. 
 
All papers are DUE MONDAY, APRIL 28 and should be turned in BOTH as hard copies 
(hand them either to Professor Zuelow or to the department secretary) and electronically 
so that everybody will have a chance to read them before our final class. 
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OUTLINE/INTRODUCTION (DUE MONDAY, MAY 31) 

By this stage you should have started writing your final paper—filling in bits and pieces 
of research as you go.  Although it will not be graded, you must hand-in a relatively 
complete introduction and the most complete outline/draft possible.  The more you can 
provide to Prof. Zuelow, the more helpful the feedback that he will be able to give you. 
 
Although no grade will be given for this assignment, it is required.  A late penalty will be 
assessed to your final paper for each day that the outline is late. 
 

ROUGH DRAFT (DUE MONDAY, APRIL 14) 

Each student must complete a rough draft of their final paper.  Professor Zuelow will 
provide extensive written feedback on your rough draft.  Please turn it in electronically as 
either a Word or Rich Text Format file. 

Although no grade will be given for this assignment, it is required.  A late penalty will be 
assessed to your final paper for each day that the outline is late. 
 

NATIONALISM PROJECT (EXTRA CREDIT) 

It is very possible that, during the course of your research, you will discover useful 
websites that address your topic.  If this happens and the site in question is not currently 
listed on The Nationalism Project (nationalismproject.org), email the site URL and a 
brief description of the page (you may copy this from the site itself, putting the 
description in quotation marks, if such a summary is available) to the professor at 
egzuelow@uwalumni.com.  Each site, if deemed suitable for inclusion on The 
Nationalism Project, is worth 1 extra credit point.  You are eligible to earn as many as 5 
extra credit points.  Extra credit will be added to your overall course grade at the end of 
the semester.   

Encyclopedia entries are not eligible for inclusion.  

GRADES 

Short essays (combined): 20% 
Book Review: 20% 

Research paper: 40% 
Participation: 20 % 
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OTHER POLICIES 
 

ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

Cellular telephones, Blackberries, and other handheld electronic devices are NOT 
permitted in the classroom.  These devices should be turned off before the start of class.  
Failure to do so will result in confiscation for the duration of the class period. 

 
LATE ASSIGNMENTS 

 
Papers turned in after the due date will rece ive  a 10-point grade reduct ion for  each 
day that they are overdue .  
 
Having said this, if an unforeseen problem arises, please contact me and we will work 
something out. Be prepared to provide a doctor’s note, obituary, or other paperwork as 
needed. 

 
PLAGIARISM 

 
By now you should fully understand what plagiarism is.  Therefore, if you 
plagiarize, you wi l l  rece ive  a fai l ing grade in this  c lass  and wi l l  no longer be 
welcome to at tend discuss ions .   There will be no exceptions to this rule.   

“Plagiarism is defined . . . as ‘the act of passing off as one’s own the ideas or writings of 
another.’ . . . [T]hree simple conventions are presented for when you must provide a 
reference: 

“1. If you use someone else’s ideas, you should cite the source. 

“2. If the way in which you are using the source is unclear, make it clear. 

“3. If you received specific help from someone in writing the paper, acknowledge 
it.” 

— From “What is Plagiarism?,” Georgetown University (http://www.georgetown.edu/honor/plagiarism.html). 

You can learn much more by consulting the following:  

http://www.plagiarism.org/  

http://www.web-miner.com/plagiarism 

http://owl.english.purdue.edu/handouts/research/r_plagiar.html 
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If you have any questions about how to properly cite sources, please contact me.   
 
 

CONCISE WRITING GUIDE 
 
The following is not comprehensive, but should help you as your write papers for this 
and other classes.  The writing guides listed above (See "Suggested texts") offer a much 
more comprehensive list/explanation of grammar conventions, but the following tips 
will help you considerably if you keep them in mind. 
 
1) Complete sentences must include a subject and a verb: a verb denotes action, a 

subject carries out that action. 
 
2) Do NOT use contractions in formal writing.  (Examples: Don't = Do not; They're = 

They are; She's = She is.) 
 
3) In the United States, periods fall inside quotation marks. (Example "This is the end."  

If using parenthetical references the period should follow the parenthetical, 
regardless of quotation marks.  (Example: "Life in the state of nature is solitary, 
nasty, brutish, and short" (Hobbes, 2). 

 
4) Avoid word repetition.  In other words, whenever possible, do not use the same 

word or phrase multiple times in the same sentence or paragraph. 
 
5) Be as concise and specific as possible.  It is almost always better to say something in 

five words instead of ten. 
 
6) Avoid clichés. (Example: "You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him 

drink." 
 
7) Do not use abbreviations.  (Example: "Tristan Farnon was James Herriot's BFF.") 
 
8) Avoid using personal pronouns such as "I."  Readers always assume that otherwise 

un-cited ideas are those of the author.  Remember that you are not the subject of 
your essay. 

 
9) When writing history papers, you should almost always use PAST TENSE.  

Whenever possible (i.e. most of the time) you should avoid passive voice.  In other 
words: "Irish tourism was shaped by J.P. O'Brien" should read "J.P. O'Brien shaped 
Irish tourism."  Do not say that "J.P. O'Brien would play a decisive role in establishing 
tourist board policy."  Instead, write "J.P. O'Brien shaped tourist board policy." 

 
10) Capitalize proper nouns.  Capitalize words such as "pope," or "king" only when 

referring to a specific pope or king such as King John or Pope Sextus IV. 
 
11) While direct quotations are sometimes useful, they should only be used when you 

cannot otherwise paraphrase more clearly and concisely. 
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For more, check out Grammar Bytes! http://www.chompchomp.com/menu.htm.  
Among other useful information, this site includes definitions of grammatical terms, 
exercises to improve your language usage, and a list of grammatical rules. 
 
 

CITING SOURCES 
 
The following list includes the correct format for sources cited in a bibliography. When 
citing sources in footnotes or endnotes, the most obvious change a bibliography involves 
listing the author's name with the first name appearing first (George L. Mosse as 
opposed to Mosse, George L.).  In addition, footnotes/endnotes should include specific 
page numbers that contain the information you have referenced. 
 
Basic format for books: 
Darnton, Robert. The Great Cat Massacre: and Other Episodes in French Cultural History. New 

York: Vintage Books, 1985. 
 
When listing multiple books by the same author, list all books in alphabetical order by 
title, including three hyphens or dashes in place of the author's name in all succeeding 
references. 
 
Multiple authored volumes: 
Keating, Michael and Arthur Midwinter. The Government of Scotland. Edinburgh: 

Mainstream Publishing, 1983. 
 
If you encounter a work by an unknown author, omit the author's name or use 
"Anonymous."  The book should appear alphabetically in your bibliography. 
 
Translated book: 
Peukert, Detlev J.K. The Weimar Republic: The Crisis of Classical Modernity. Translated by 

Richard Deveson. New York: Hill and Wang, 1987. 
 
Edited book: 
Young, Mitchell, Eric Zuelow, and Andreas Sturm, eds. Nationalism in a Global Era: The 

Persistence of Nations. London: Routledge, 2007. 
 
Selection in an edited collection: 
Zuelow, Eric. "National Identity and Tourism in 20th Century Ireland: The Role of 

Collective Reimagining." In Nationalism in a Global Era: The Persistence of Nations, 
edited by Mitchell Young, Eric Zuelow, and Andreas Sturm. London: Routledge, 
2007. 

 
Journal article: 
Zuelow, Eric. " 'Kilts versus Breeches': The Royal Visit, Tourism, and Scottish National 

Memory," Journeys: The International Journal of Travel and Travel Writing 7.2 (2006): 33-
53. 
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Website: 
Heiser, Richard R. "Guidelines for Writing Papers in History Courses." 

http://web.presby.edu/~rrheiser/research.htm  (accessed 12/3/07). 
 

For further information: 
Additional suggestions about good writing practices are available at: 
http://www.longwood.edu/staff/isaacsw/academic.html 
http://web.presby.edu/~rrheiser/research.htm 
 
 

PROF. ZUELOW'S EDITORIAL ABBREVIATIONS 
 
Professor Zuelow will use a series of abbreviations when editing your written work. These 
include: 
 

CONT = Avoid contractions 
SP = Spelling 
AWK = Awkward or unclear phrasing 
PV = Passive voice 
VT = Verb tense 
I = Avoid personal pronouns 
V = Missing verb 

S = Missing subject 
CAP = Capitalization 
REP = Word repetition  
WC = Reconsider word choice 
INC = Incomplete sentence 
CITE? = Requires citation 
INF = Overly informal prose

 
Do not hesitate to ask if you are confused about any comments made on your papers. 

 
 

 
C O U R S E  S C H E D U L E  

 
This schedule is subject to change as required by weather or other unforeseen circumstances. 
 
WEEK 1: INTRODUCTIONS AND DEFINITIONS (1/16) 

 
One of the most significant challenges facing scholars of European nations and nationalism 
is the fact that few researchers agree on a common definition of "nation," "national identity," 
or "nationalism."  This week we will discuss a number of definitions, go over course 
expectations, and introduce ourselves. 
 

READ: 
"What is Nationalism?: Definitions" published online by The Nationalism Project, 

http://nationalismproject.org/what.htm.  Accessed 18 November 2007.  Read all 
selections under the heading "Definitions." 
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WEEK 2: DO NATIONS HAVE NAVELS?: AN INTRODUCTION (1/23) 
 

If there is one thing that scholars disagree about more than the definition of key terms it is 
the answer to the question "when is the nation?"  This week we will examine the parameters 
of the debate that will dominate much of our discussion in the coming weeks. 
 

READ: 
Ernest Gellner and Anthony D. Smith, “The nation: real or imagined?: The Warwick 

Debates on Nationalism.” Nations and Nationalism, 2(3) (1996): 357-370.  This debate 
is available online at: http://www.lse.ac.uk/collections/gellner/Warwick.html. 

 
Anthony D. Smith, "Where there nations in Antiquity?" In Power and the Nation in 

European History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 33-53. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005. 

 
Susan Reynolds,"The idea of the nation as a political community." In Power and the Nation 

in European History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 54-66. Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2005. 

 
 
WEEK 3: MEDIEVAL NATIONALISM: THE CASE OF SCOTLAND (1/30) 
 
According to James G. Kellas, a political scientist at Glasgow University, Scotland has 
perhaps the best claim of any European country to a history of medieval nationalism and the 
"Declaration of Arbroath" is the principle source that he identifies to prove his point.  This 
week we will discuss the Declaration of Arbroath and examine the conclusions reached by 
two prominent Scottish medievalists. 
 

READ: 
"The Declaration of Arbroath" (English translation) published online by Gateway to 

Scotland, http://www.geo.ed.ac.uk/home/scotland/arbroath_english.html.  Accessed 
11/18/07. 

 
A.A.M. Duncan, The Nation of the Scots and the Declaration of Arbroath. Glasgow: Historical 

Association Pamphlet, 1970. 
 
Grant Simpson, "The Declaration of Arbroath Revisited." Scottish Historical Review, 56 

(1977): 11-33. 
 

 
WEEK 4: MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN ENGLAND (2/6) 

 
This week we will discuss two treatments of English nationalism—one dealing with the 
English experience in medieval Ireland, the other claiming that the English Reformation 
represented the moment when English national identity was born. 
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READ:  
Liah Greenfeld, Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 

1992: 29-87. 
 
Robin Frame, "Exporting state and nation: being English in medieval Ireland." In Power 

and the Nation in European History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 143-165. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. 

 
 
WEEK 5: EARLY MODERN NATIONALISM (2/13) 

 
Our primary goal this week is to debate the merits of Philip Gorski's groundbreaking 
"Mosaic Moment."  At the same time, our discussion today represents our transition to an 
extended exploration of the dominant scholarly argument about nationalism—that it is a 
modern creation. 
 

READ: 
Philip Gorski, "The Mosaic Moment: An Early Modernist Critique of Modernist 

Theories of Nationalism," American Journal of Sociology, 105(5) (2000): 1428-1468. 
 
John Breuilly, "Changes in the political uses of the nation: continuity or discontinuity?" 

In Power and the Nation in European History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 
67-102. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005. 

 
 
WEEK 6: MODERNIST RESPONSE: GELLNER'S NATIONS AND NATIONALISM  (2/20) 

 
Although originally published more than twenty years ago, Ernest Gellner's Nations and 
Nationalism remains one of the most important books in nationalism studies and his 
argument remains a touchstone for debate.  Today we will explore the significance of 
industrialization in creating national identity. 
 

READ:  
Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983: 1-73, 88-

109, 137-143. 
 

 
WEEK 7: NATIONALISM AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION (2/27) 

 
Next to industrialization, the French Revolution is perhaps the most cited source for 
modern nations and nationalism.  Today we will examine three articles discussing the French 
Revolution and its implications. 
 

READ: 
Conor Cruise O'Brien, "Nationalism and the French Revolution." In The Permanent 

Revolution: The French Revolution and its Legacy, 1789-1989, edited by Geoffrey Best, 17-
48. Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press. 
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Jennifer Heuer, "Enemies of the Nation? Nobles, foreigners and the constitution of 

national citizenship in the French Revolution." In Power and the Nation in European 
History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 275-294. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005. 

 
Ian McBride, "The Nation in the Age of Revolution." In Power and the Nation in European 

History, edited by Len Scales and Oliver Zimmer, 248-271. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005. 

 
 
WEEK 8: THE NATIONALIZATION OF THE MASSES  (3/5) 

 
Monuments and ceremonies play a vital role in shaping our sense of national identity.  This 
week we will explore how the identities of large populations might be shaped by public 
displays. 
 

READ: 
George L. Mosse, The Nationalization of the Masses. New York: Howard Fertig, 2001: 1-

126. 
 
 

NOTE: Spring Break runs from March 8-16.  There wi l l  be no c lass  on March 12. 
 

 
WEEK 9: THE TRANSFORMATION OF NATIONALISM AT THE FIN DE SIÈCLE (3/19) 

 
It is often argued that European nationalism changed character at the end of the nineteenth 
century, moving from an inclusive "liberal" to an exclusive form.  This week we explore 
what two important scholars have to say about this transformation and debate how/why 
nationalism might change characteristics over time. 
 

READ: 
Michel Winock, Nationalism, Antisemitism, and Fascism in France. Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 2000: 5-26. 
 
Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780: Programme, Myth, Reality. Cambridge 

and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1990: 101-130. 
 

 
WEEK 10: NATIONALISM, WORLD WAR I, AND INTERWAR EUROPE (3/26) 

 
While nationalism might have changed shape at the end of the nineteenth century, the First 
World War played a significant role in further bolstering nationalist ideas and eventually 
assisting the rise of the hyper-nationalist Fascist movements of the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s.  
This week we will discuss the role of nationalism during the Great War and immediately 
thereafter. 
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READ: 
Sven Oliver Müller, "Who is the Enemy? The Nationalist Dilemma of Inclusion and 

Exclusion in Britain during the First World War," European Review of History, 9(1) 
(2002): 63-83. 

 
Eric Lohr, "Russian Economic Nationalism during the First World War: Moscow 

Merchants and Commercial Diasporas," Nationalities Papers, 31(4) (2003): 471-484. 
 
 

WEEK 11: THE GEOGRAPHY OF NATIONS (4/2) 
 

Maps matter and Europeans were immensely concerned with them.  This week we will 
examine the role of European mapmakers on the formation of national identity in Siam 
(Thailand) while also exploring how changing borders shaped ideas about the national 
community in France. 
 

READ: 
Thongchai Winichakul, "Maps and the Formation of the Geo-Body of Siam." In Asian 

Forms of Nations, edited by Hans Antlov and Stein Thonnesson, 67-91.  London: 
Curzon Press, 1996. 

 
Peter Sahlins, "Natural Frontiers Revisited: France's Boundaries since the Seventeenth 

Century," American Historical Review, 95(5) (1990), 1423-1451. 
 

 
WEEK 12: NATIONAL IDENTITY AND IMMIGRATION IN MODERN EUROPE (4/9) 
 
Much like the United States, Europe is currently dealing with immigration as a significant 
political issue, a matter that often turns violent.  This week we will discuss the impact of 
immigration on national identity and the prospects for getting along in an increasingly 
mobile world. 
 

READ: 
Hermann Kurthen and Michael Minkenberg, "Germany in Transition: Immigration, 

Racism and the Extreme Right." Nations and Nationalism 1(2) (1995): 175-196. 
 
Harald Runblom, "Swedish Multiculturalism in a Comparative European Perspective." 

Sociological Forum 9(4) (1994): 623-640. 
 
Malcolm Anderson, States and Nationalism in Europe since 1945. London: Routledge, 2000: 

53-63. 
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WEEK 13: BREAKING UP IS HARD TO DO: EUROPE AND GREAT BRITAIN (4/16) 
 

Scottish neo-Marxist Tom Nairn first predicted the break-up of Britain in the late-1970s and 
recently published an article making clear that he still thinks that Britannia is doomed.  
Meanwhile, as Europe grows ever closer, Europeans face the challenge of asserting national 
distinctiveness in the face of alleged unity.  This week we ask: Will Britain collapse?  Can 
Europe work?  What is the future of the European nation-state? 
 

READ:  
Zsuzsa Csergo and James M. Goldgeier, "National Strategies and European Integration," 

Perspectives on Politics, 2(1) (2004): 1-17. 
 
Tom Nairn, "Union on the Rocks?" Edinburgh: Birlinn, 2006," New Left Review, 42 

(2006): 117-132. 
 
Malcolm Anderson, States and Nationalism in Europe since 1945. London: Routledge, 2000: 

38-52. 
 

 
WEEK 14: THE PERSISTENCE OF NATIONS? (4/23) 

 
This week we will confront scholars on opposite sides of a debate surrounding the future of 
nations and nationalism.  For Arjun Appadurai, we are already in a post-national world and 
had best embrace a new global identity.  Meanwhile, your professor takes a rather different 
approach, suggesting that nations will remain vibrant because they are inherently well 
adapted to face daunting challenges such as globalization.  This week we will go twelve 
rounds over the future of nations and nationalism. 
 

READ: 
Arjun Appadurai, "Sovereignty Without Territoriality: Notes for a Postnational 

Geography."  In The Geography of Identity, edited by Patricia Yaeger, 40-58. Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1996. 

 
Eric Zuelow, “National Identity and Tourism in 20th Century Ireland: The Role of 

Collective Re-Imagining.” In Nationalism in a Global Era: The Persistence of Nations, 
edited by Mitchell Young, Eric Zuelow, and Andreas Sturm, 156-175. London: 
Routledge, 2007. 

 
 
WEEK 15: REACHING CONCLUSIONS (4/30) 

 
During the past fifteen weeks we covered tremendous ground.  This week we will discuss 
your research papers and try to make sense of the birth, evolution, and death (??) of nations. 
 

READ:  
Student papers 
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SAMPLE BOOK REVIEW 
 
H-NET BOOK REVIEW 
Published by H-Nationalism@h-net.msu.edu (May 2007) 
 

Ales Debeljak. _The Hidden Handshake: National Identity and Europe in the Post-
Communist World_. Translated by Ales Debeljak and Rawley Grau. Lanham: 
Rowman and Littlefield, 2004. xiii + 123 pp. Bibliography, index. $66.00 (cloth), 
ISBN 0-7245-1779-9; $29.95 (paper), ISBN 0-7425-1780-2. 
 
Reviewed for H-Nationalism by Patrice Dabrowski, Center for European Studies, 
Harvard University 

 
A Poet's Plea for the Value of Europe's (Smaller) Nations 

 
This collection of four loosely connected, personal, yet theoretically informed essays has much to 

say to the reader who wishes to consider the dilemma of the individual in an increasingly globalized 
world.  Its author, Ales Debeljak, is a Slovene poet and public intellectual.  In the best tradition of 
such public intellectuals in what used to be the Eastern Bloc, he takes on big issues:  here, ultimately, 
the building blocks of European identity.  In Debeljak's own words, "Defying both the rigidity of 
nationalist exclusivism and the blithe nonsense of 'global citizenship,' I have attempted to trace the 
concentric circles of identity that emanate from images of the self embedded in communal 
experience and ripple through the currents of national, regional, European, and Atlantic cultures" (p. 
ix).   This reader would contend that this ambitious effort could nonetheless have been argued in a 
more straightforward fashion.  Nonetheless, that is not Debeljak's style here.  The author has 
reworked a collection of three essays originally published in Slovenian, to which a fourth chapter 
dealing with the challenges of the expanded Europe has been added.  He himself admits the work is a 
hybrid, "neither fully a work of academic scholarship nor fully a work of creative nonfiction, though 
it makes use of theoretical concepts and is not averse to the poetic impulse behind the personal 
anecdote" (p. xii-xiii).  Those up to the challenge presented by such a work, and not averse to 
learning more about Slovene literature in particular, should read on. 

Indeed, Debeljak underscores his own experience as he takes on these issues.  He clearly has 
various identities, the most prominent of which is Slovene.  But he is a Slovene who capably 
functions in an English-language environment as well, having spent time in the United States (this is 
clear from chapter 2, "Slovenia's Absence on the American Cultural Map").  He has an American 
wife and several children being brought up in a bilingual and bicultural household in the capital of 
Slovenia, where Debeljak is the director of the Center for Cultural and Religious Studies at the 
School of Social Sciences of the University of Ljubljana.  Debeljak is also a poet, and as such has a 
particular feel for the importance of one's native tongue.  Also worthy of note is the experience of 
the author as a Slovene in Tito's multiethnic Yugoslavia.  Debeljak is, thus, "primed to understand 
the relationship of local and national identities" and all too cognizant of having a "layered identity":  
Slovene, Yugoslav, Central European, European (p. x).   

Chapter 1, "National Identity and Citizenship under the Yoke of Globalization," appears to be a 
not-so-hidden warning to Slovenes (and, by extension, the other smaller peoples of Europe) not to 
devalue their own native language and culture now that they are part of a greater Europe.  Debeljak 
admits--in a nice turn of phrase (and there are lots of nice turns of phrase, some of which 
demonstrate the breadth of the author's knowledge)--that the Slovenes "hopped on the last car of the 
last train of nationalism as a legitimate movement toward national statehood" (p. 4-5).  He raises the 
issues of patriotism/nationalism, if not to this reader's satisfaction (merely distinguishing between 
"_intelligent_ patriotism" and "crude nationalism" [p. 6]).  Of greater interest is his definition of a 
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"true cosmopolitan" as "one who can confidently move about the world without forgetting his or her 
national origins and ethnic background" (p. 15).  This seems in a way to be a jab at those Slovenian 
politicians who, feeling themselves poorer cousins within the expanded Europe (although they once 
felt relatively advanced within the former Yugoslavia), have advocated the adoption of English as 
"the way to become 'closer to Europe'" (p. 11).  Debeljak is not a starry-eyed, "return to Europe" 
public intellectual of the East:  he has reservations about the European Union, some of which are 
voiced in this chapter but given greater coverage in chapter 4. 

Perhaps the most interesting part of the book for students of nationalism is chapter 4, "Europe 
without Europeans," the chapter written expressly for this volume.  Here Debeljak faults the 
European Union with many things, including not coming to the rescue of those trapped within the 
hell that was the Balkan Wars; he terms this Western Europe's "missed opportunity" to liberate itself 
from the legacy of the Cold War (p. 100).  He still sees a split between West and East, with Western 
Europe treating the East like poorer cousins.  To remedy this split, Debeljak cries out for a 
"common template for an inclusive European identity that will have wide public appeal" (p. 101).  In 
other words, there needs to be a hidden--or not so hidden?--handshake of solidarity between the 
peoples of Europe (this phrase, "hidden handshake," gets mentioned elsewhere in the book but is 
never satisfactorily parsed).  What the author also advocates is that the children of Europe be taught 
about the world "from part to whole"--a concept Debeljak borrows (with attribution) from Sissela 
Bok--that is, starting from the local and familiar, while also being given a general sense of the larger 
framework.[1]  He, after Bok, argues that it will make it easier for them to "shift back and forth 
between concentric circles of identification" (p. 107).   

The two middle chapters are rich in references to Slovenian literature and--in chapter 2--its 
absence on American bookshelves.  (Debeljak, incidentally, was the one to remedy this by publishing 
a collection of Slovene poetry in translation.)  Chapter 3, "The Cosmopolitan Spirit under Siege," 
seems mainly to criticize modern Slovenian writers for not engaging "with the political and moral 
aspects of the collective life--for the simple reason that such involvement had been a routine part of 
the writer's job description before independence" (p. 62).  One assumes that they are artists for art's 
sake, not for the nation's sake--this when Debeljak claims they, under post-communism, could write 
something truly significant.  Less clear are his comments regarding Slovene postmodernism.  
Likewise the very concept of the "cosmopolitan spirit" seems to be underdeveloped. 

In sum, the book is full of interesting insights into the human condition of multiple identities, if 
often they come in discrete doses rather than well-developed arguments.  One wishes that, given 
Debeljak's inclination to personalize his stories (least felt in the final chapter), he might have 
addressed his own family's bicultural predicament.  That is, how do his children see themselves:  as 
cosmopolitans or as grounded in a certain nation?  That in itself might be fodder for further essays 
by this Slovene poet and thinker.  
 
Note 
 
[1].  Sissela Bok, "From Part to Whole," in _For Love of Country:  Debating the Limits of 
Patriotism_, ed. Joshua Cohen (Boston:  Beacon Press, 1996), 38-44.  Bok finishes her essay with the 
following conclusion, which seems to be shared by Debeljak:  "Without learning to understand the 
uniqueness of cultures, beginning with one's own, it may well be impossible to honor both human 
distinctiveness and the shared humanity central to the cosmopolitan ideal." 
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